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UUssiinngg  TThhee  SSPPQQ  
Although the TMC-1/2 cannot configure the speaker EQ and Delay it can select pre-defined 
SPQ channels. DadMan is used to define equalisations and delay for every speaker, the 
TMC-1/2 then assigns and enables the SPQ via the inserts in selected speaker channels.  
 
Note. the TMC-1 unlike the Mom is NOT a remote DADman but controls the SPQ Card in the 
AX32/MTRX directly. This document describes how to configure the equalisation for each 
speaker using DADman and then use TMC1-Penta4 to assign them to the TMC-1 speaker 
channels. 
 
In this example we are defining EQ for 8 speakers assigned to a 5.1 main output and a stereo 
Aux output. The same principal can be used for a total of up to 64 Speakers, contact us if 
you need more! 
   
Define a set of sources for all speakers to be equalised – 
Main, Alt and Mini  
Uses the “Multi” selection in the Monitoring setup to define multiple sources– in this case we 
defined 8 sources, 6 for a Main 5.1 output and 2 for a Stereo Alt Output. You can define up 
to 64 speaker equalisations and assign them to the Main, Alt or Mini Speaker sets  
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As long as a source is defined it is not important which inputs are used as the TMC-1 will re-
assign the inputs and outputs as required. We defined the Protools as the source, which is 
convenient in testing allowed pink noise to be sent to each speaker. 

Define a set of outputs for all speakers to be equalised – 
Main, Alt and Mini  
In this case 8 speakers were connected to a single DA Card, 6 for a 5.1 Main Output and 2 
for a Stereo Alt output. The TMC-1 is connected and the speaker outputs have been defined 
previously using the TMC-1-Penta program as can be seen by the Label definitions. The “T-“ 
at the start of the label indicates that the TMC-1 has defined the Label.    

 

Note the equalisation channel number for each speaker as this is used in the TMC-1-Penta4 
software. 

Once the sources and speakers are defined, the eq and 
delay can be defined for each speaker. 
Take care at this stage, as the Channels are numbered and not named. 
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Once the speakers are equalised do not disable the 
monitoring but hide it as shown below. 

Note: Leave the Enable Monitor box checked!!! Even though the DADMan Monitoring is not 
used, disabling the monitoring will disable the SPQ.  
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Once the SPQ has been set up for each speaker then it must be assigned using the TMC1-
Penta4 software 

Define the Modules including the SPQ Module 
Click on Module names and assign the modules - the latest tmc-penta4 software uses a 
popup menu to assign module types. 

 

Define the SPQ channels as inserts 

 

M8:SPQ defines the module number (Module 8) and card type (SPQ)  
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Assign the Main Output 5.1 Speakers and Inserts. 

 

Assign the Alt Speaker outputs and inserts 

 

The current TMC-1/2 software allows up to 64 channels of equalisation, the SPQ card can 
handle up to 128 channels – If you need more that 64 please contact us and we will 
implement them! 
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Save and Download to TMC-1/2 
Always best to save the setup, you can always send the file generated to us to check if you 
have a problem  

Download the new setup to the TMC-1/2 via Ethernet  

 

Assign a [Insert] User key on the TMC-1  
Assign the User function [Insert] to a suitable user key, either using the TMC-1v6 software or 
via the TMC-1 Front panel. 

 

You can then enable/disable the 
speaker EQ and Delay for all channels 
using this single switch. Or via a new 
Menu on the TMC-1. 
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HHeeaaddrroooomm  

Depending on how much boost you add in the SPQ you need to consider headroom. Within 
the MTRX/AX32 this is not a problem as there is ample headroom, however at the output  
there can be a problem. You define the digital  headroom at the outputs within the TMC-1 
Advanced setup using Adv Menu 25 - Digital Headroom. 

When the system is calibrated it should be optimised for 0dB gain at the reference 
monitoring level. This will maximise the Dynamic range at the output. When Internal or 
External equalisation is added the signal can clip, to prevent this a Digital Headroom should 
be added. By default on the TMC-Penta this is set a 6dB.  
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CB Electronics 

CB Electronics has made every effort to ensure the accuracy of information contained within this 
document, which is nevertheless supplied for information purposes only and does not constitute any 
form of warranty or guarantee. 

All trademarks acknowledged. 

The information in this document is subject to change without notice. 
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